
Dear

For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirl ng around
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patc-h, a soup of plastic
trash that’s more than twice the size of Texas.
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All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
piastic pollution. ■
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______________ ______ _ can lead the way in taking on this sea of
plastic. I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.V
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For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash hove beer 
carried fey wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around 
hi the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic 
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.
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* All this plastic pollution hamis marine animals, litters our iconic 

coasts, threatens public bealih and jeopardizes California's 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we ran stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.
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For aecades. billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have bee 
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around 
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic 
trash that's more than twice the .size of Texas.
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All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there art; dozens of ways in which we can slop the flow of 
plastic pollution.
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plastic. I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.
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for decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have beers 
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around 
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soap of plastic 
trash that's more than twice the size of fexas.I • ■' V? \

All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.
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Dear

for decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have beer 
carried by wind anti waves-nto the Pacific. The plastic swirling around 
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch a soup of plastic 
trash that s more than twice the size of Texas.
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\ All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
toasts, threatens public heal.h and jeopardizes California’s economy, 
fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we car, stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.~5 ■
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____________________can lead the way in taking on this sea of
plastic. I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.
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All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flaw of 
plastic pollution,

for decodes, billions of rounds of plastic and other trash have bee-
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch; a soup of plastic
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.
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AH this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.
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TTo For decades, billions of pounds of plastic a»d other trash have been 
carried by wind and waves into Ihe Pacific. The plastic swirling around 
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic 
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.V,t i v- .*
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All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.•v •->: \4z
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ST: Dear

For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic
trash that's more than twice the size ofTexas.
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All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
l coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy.
| Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 

plastic pollution.
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____________________ can lead the way in taking on this sea of
plastic. I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.
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Dear
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For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been 
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around 
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic 
trash that's more than twice the size ofTexas.
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All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.
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for decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been 
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around 
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic 
trash that's more than twice the si:
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i All this plaslic pollution harms marine animals, litters oui iconic
\ coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy.
5 Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
-- plastic pollution.
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For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have- been 
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around 
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic 
trash that's mare than twice the size of Texas.• .

!A ¥■. :xS All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public Health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.
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plastic. I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.\
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Dear Muyty_____ .

For decades, billions of pounds of piastre and other trash ha/e been 
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around 
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic 
trash that s more than twice the size of Texas.
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All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconict
* \ i \ coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 

Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can slop the flow ofIII1i'tQ.
plastic pollution.-
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plastic. I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.
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Dear• V.

For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have beer 
carried hv wind and waves ims the Pacific. T ;e plastic swirling around 
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic 
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.
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All this piastic pollution harms marine animal;, litters oui iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California’s economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can slop the flaw of 
plastic pollution.v *• V - -f r

4* ___________________ can lead the way in taking on this sea of
piastic. I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.\
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4-f Dear

for decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around
in ihe ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic
trash that’s more than twice the size of Texas.
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V*i All this plastic pollution harms marine ajiimals. litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which sve can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.
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Dearc| C

For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been 
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around 
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic 
trash that Is mere than twice the size of Texas.
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All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
toasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California’s economy, 
fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution,
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4\ _______________ _____ can lead the way in taking on this sea of

plastic. I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.f
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For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have beer 
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swiiing around 
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic 
trash that’s more than twice the size of Texas.
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All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunatc-ly, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.
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plastic. I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.\
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Dear@S5lf&S03
atoufflg) for decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have bee-

carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic
trash that’s more than twice the size of Texas.t: \<| \
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All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can slop the flow of 
plastic pollution.
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plastic. I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.
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For decades, billions of pounds of plastic aid other trash have been 
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around 
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic 
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.
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All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public heai.h and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.

*\skif _________ __________ can lead the way in taking on this sea of
plastic. I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.\
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f. For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been 
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around 
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic 
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.
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Dear
l

For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash haw- been
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas,
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All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.

lead the way in taking on this sea of
plastic. I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.
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For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been 
raided by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic: swirling around 
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic 
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.
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All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public Health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.
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Dear0

for decades, hillions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been 
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around 
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic 
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.
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X"t All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.
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.can lead the way in taking on this sea of 
plastic. I im)e you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.\ 'V
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Dear

For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirl.ng around
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic
trash that's more than twice the size ofTexas.
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All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.
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For decades., billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been 
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around 
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic 
trash that’s more than twice the size ofTexas.
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toasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which m can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.
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plastic. I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.
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For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and ochi 
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around 
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic 
trash that’s more than twice the size ofTexas.
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1 1 All this plastic pollution harms marine animals, litters our iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.
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tried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around 
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic 
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.
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Dear MAyofc__
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For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been 
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific, 
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic 
trash that's more than twice the size of Texas.
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coasts, threatens public hearth and jeopardizes California’s economy. 
Fortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
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plastic. I urge you to take action to enact a ban on single-use plastic bags.
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For decades, billions of pounds of plastic and other trash have been 
carried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around 
in the ocean has formed the Pacific Garbage Patch, a soup of plastic 
trash that’s more than twice the size of Texas.
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All this plaslit pollution harms marine animals, litters our Iconic 
coasts, threatens public health and jeopardizes California's economy, 
f ortunately, there are dozens of ways in which we can stop the flow of 
plastic pollution.
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for decades, billions of pounds of plastic ana other trash have been 
tried by wind and waves into the Pacific. The plastic swirling around 
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